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 When the Journal des Scavans, the first collection 
of scientific essays, was introduced in 1665 by 
Denis de Sallo, there was no peer review process in 
place. 

 De Sallo’s goal was to simply report the findings of 
others rather than guarantee their results

 It was not until 1731 that the Royal Society of 
Edinburgh published Medical Essays and  
observations, the first peer-reviewed collection of 
medical articles



 In the first volume, the editor distributed the 
submitted essays for review to individuals he 
considered to be “most versed in these matters’’

 The present-day peer review system evolved from 
this 18th century process. However, there have been 
concerns raised about bias, fairness, unnecessary 
delay, and general ineffectiveness of the process.

 The development of peer review was gradual and 
somewhat haphazard



 Some journals, such as the Journal of the American 
Medical Association (JAMA), sent their submissions 
through an internal review panel and, on rare 
occasions, would send manuscripts to outside 
experts. 

  The British Medical Journal, however, sent every 
non-editorial submission to a recognized expert by 
at least 1893



 The peer review of scientific manuscripts is a The peer review of scientific manuscripts is a 
cornerstone of modern science and medicine. cornerstone of modern science and medicine. 

 Peer reviewed journals rely on expert and Peer reviewed journals rely on expert and 
objective review by knowledgeable researchers to objective review by knowledgeable researchers to 
ensure the quality of the papers they publish.ensure the quality of the papers they publish.

 Journal editors depend on high quality reviews 
and are often faced with reviews that do not quite 
achieve that desired level.



Getting a Paper PublishedGetting a Paper Published

1.1.    Competition for space in journals is intense.Competition for space in journals is intense.

2.  Cost of publication is high, 2.  Cost of publication is high, 
          e.g., AJP cost per page is $360. e.g., AJP cost per page is $360. 

3.  Rejection rates vary among journals.3.  Rejection rates vary among journals.
          -  AJP = 50%-  AJP = 50%
            -  NEJM, Science, Nature = 90%-  NEJM, Science, Nature = 90%



Being a ReviewerBeing a Reviewer

HonorHonor
ResponsibilityResponsibility
Service to disciplineService to discipline



Invitation to be a ReviewerInvitation to be a Reviewer

Expertise in specific field of Expertise in specific field of manuscriptmanuscript
No conflict of interestNo conflict of interest
Time commitment to write thoughtful Time commitment to write thoughtful 

reviewreview
Time frame for review to be submittedTime frame for review to be submitted
Responsibility to do a fair reviewResponsibility to do a fair review
ConfidentialityConfidentiality



Declining the InvitationDeclining the Invitation

Conflict of interestConflict of interest
–Working on a similar projectWorking on a similar project
–Friends with the authorsFriends with the authors
–Trained in same labTrained in same lab

Not available during time frameNot available during time frame
Not able to be unbiased about Not able to be unbiased about 
workwork



The Role of the Reviewer

Essentially, the reviewer serves two major functions.

The first function is to judge whether the manuscript 
merits publication (usually after revisions) by 
providing a global rating—that is, ‘‘Accept,’’ 
‘‘Accept Pending Revisions,’’ ‘‘Reconsider After 
Major Revisions,’’ or ‘‘Reject.’’



The second role is to provide constructive 
criticisms for the authors, regardless of whether the 
manuscript is deemed acceptable for eventual 
publication.

   Many reviewers capably fulfill the first task but 
could perform more ably in the second capacity that 
is, to also serve as an advisor.

   The task of the reviewer is to see what the authors 
have not seen



Common Sense for Reviewers

1.   The manuscripts they review as they would like 
their own to be treated

2.  For instance, because most reviewers would like 
their manuscripts to be treated with respect and 
criticisms to believed in a polite manner, so should 
they handle others’ manuscripts.

3.  The reviewer should avoid statements that are 
demeaning or insulting and should avoid sarcasm.



REASONS REVIEWERS DECIDE TO ACCEPT

1.  First, the manuscript was considered timely and relevant 
to a current problem

2.  Second, the manuscript was considered well written, 
logical, and easy to comprehend

3.  Third, the study was well designed and had appropriate 
methodology



REASONS REVIEWERS DECIDE TO REJECT

1.  Lack of novelty

2.  In appropriate  methodology or insufficiently described 
statistic

3.  Over interpretation of the result

4.  A sample population that was too small or was biased

5.  Text difficult to follow



ELEMENTS OF MANUSCRIPT REVIEW

Manuscript review can be divided into two main categories: 

1.  The technical

2.  The ethical

   Both aspects are primarily concerned with making the 
manuscript better and ensuring that it is reporting 
trustworthy data





To be a good reviewer, one must To be a good reviewer, one must 
understand the peer review process understand the peer review process 

and the role of the reviewerand the role of the reviewer

 Journal staffJournal staff – oversees the receipt of manuscripts,  – oversees the receipt of manuscripts, 
manages communications with authors and reviewers manages communications with authors and reviewers 
and processes accepted manuscripts for publication and processes accepted manuscripts for publication 

 Scientific editorsScientific editors - make the final decision as to  - make the final decision as to 
whether a specific manuscript will be accepted for whether a specific manuscript will be accepted for 
publication, returned for revisions, or rejected publication, returned for revisions, or rejected 

 Members of the editorial boardMembers of the editorial board – read and review  – read and review 
papers, select reviewers and monitor quality of papers, select reviewers and monitor quality of 
reviews, and recommend actions to editorreviews, and recommend actions to editor

 ReviewersReviewers – provide reviews of manuscripts, make  – provide reviews of manuscripts, make 
recommendations concerning publicationrecommendations concerning publication



What do the editors look for in What do the editors look for in 
reviewers?reviewers?  

 Expertise in one or more areas of paperExpertise in one or more areas of paper
 No conflicts of interestNo conflicts of interest
 Good judgmentGood judgment
 Able to write a good critiqueAble to write a good critique

– AccurateAccurate
– ReadableReadable
– Helpful to editors and authorsHelpful to editors and authors

 Able to do the review in the due time frameAble to do the review in the due time frame



Publication 
Process

COMPLETION OF RESEARCH

PREPARATION OF MANUSCRIPT

SUBMISSION OF MANUSCRIPT

ASSIGNMENT AND REVIEW

DECISION

REJECTION
REVISION

RESUBMISSION

RE-REVIEW

ACCEPTANCE REJECTION

PUBLICATION!



Overview of review process Overview of review process 
(considerable variation between (considerable variation between 

journalsjournals))
 Potential reviewer contacted by journalPotential reviewer contacted by journal
 Given authors, title, abstract, and time frame for reviewGiven authors, title, abstract, and time frame for review
 Reviewer agrees to review paper (or declines)Reviewer agrees to review paper (or declines)
 Reviewer receives paperReviewer receives paper
 Reviewer performs reviewReviewer performs review
 Reviewer submits review to editorsReviewer submits review to editors
 Editors examine reviews, obtain additional reviews if needed, Editors examine reviews, obtain additional reviews if needed, 

and make decision and make decision 
 Decision goes to author, with comments from reviewersDecision goes to author, with comments from reviewers
 Reviewer thanked; may be informed of decision; may receive Reviewer thanked; may be informed of decision; may receive 

copy of comments sent to authorcopy of comments sent to author

















Content of reviewsContent of reviews
 Review form Review form 
 Comments to editorComments to editor
 Comments to authorsComments to authors

– General commentsGeneral comments

– Specific recommendationsSpecific recommendations

 Journal may ask specific questions to ensure Journal may ask specific questions to ensure 
that specific points are addressedthat specific points are addressed





From an editor’s point of From an editor’s point of 
view the ideal reviewer view the ideal reviewer 

 Is a researcher who is Is a researcher who is working in the same disciplineworking in the same discipline as  as 
the subject of the paper yet is not in direct competition the subject of the paper yet is not in direct competition 
with the authors with the authors 

 Will Will understand the hypothesesunderstand the hypotheses underlying the work underlying the work
 Will be Will be familiar with the model systems and methodsfamiliar with the model systems and methods  

used in the project used in the project 
 Will be able to Will be able to judge the quality of the data and analysesjudge the quality of the data and analyses  

and assess the validity of the conclusionsand assess the validity of the conclusions
 Will be able to Will be able to assess the significanceassess the significance of the work of the work



Is the work too close to your Is the work too close to your 
own?own?

 Example: paper contains experiments that Example: paper contains experiments that 
overlap with those you are performing, overlap with those you are performing, 
planning, or preparing for publicationplanning, or preparing for publication

 Decline to review paper Decline to review paper 
– Conflict of interest precludes reviewConflict of interest precludes review
– There would be a danger of the appearance of misconduct, There would be a danger of the appearance of misconduct, 

even if you acted ethically throughout the review processeven if you acted ethically throughout the review process

 Make every effort to avoid receiving the full Make every effort to avoid receiving the full 
paper – if you receive it, return it immediately paper – if you receive it, return it immediately 
and  discuss this problem with editor and  discuss this problem with editor 



Do you have any real Do you have any real or or 
apparentapparent conflicts of interest conflicts of interest

 Institutional affiliationsInstitutional affiliations
– Through current institutionThrough current institution
– Past institution (recent enough to have close associations)Past institution (recent enough to have close associations)
– Future institution (e.g.  negotiating for a position)Future institution (e.g.  negotiating for a position)
– Consultant to author’s institutionConsultant to author’s institution

 Collaborators and colleaguesCollaborators and colleagues
– How close?How close?
– When?When?

 Other relationships with the authorsOther relationships with the authors
– FamilyFamily
– Personal friendsPersonal friends
– People you detestPeople you detest
– People you would be reluctant or afraid to give a harsh review toPeople you would be reluctant or afraid to give a harsh review to



Financial conflicts of interestFinancial conflicts of interest
 These have recently received considerable These have recently received considerable 

attentionattention

– CongressCongress

 Different agencies and journals have very Different agencies and journals have very 
different definitions for the level at which different definitions for the level at which 
financial conflicts rise to a level where they financial conflicts rise to a level where they 
are “significant”are “significant”



Financial conflicts of Financial conflicts of 
interest can take many interest can take many 

different formsdifferent forms
 EmploymentEmployment
 Consulting Consulting 
 Stock and equityStock and equity
 Patent and license agreementsPatent and license agreements
 Research supportResearch support

Direct funding of research, gifts, provision of reagents or Direct funding of research, gifts, provision of reagents or 
drugs without costdrugs without cost



Conflicts of interest can Conflicts of interest can 
extend beyond the potential extend beyond the potential 

reviewerreviewer

 Employment, income, and investments of Employment, income, and investments of 
spouse, partner, or dependent childrenspouse, partner, or dependent children



Other conflicts of interestOther conflicts of interest

 Strong personal beliefs – in papers related to  Strong personal beliefs – in papers related to  
emotionally charged areas such as stem cells, emotionally charged areas such as stem cells, 
abortionabortion



Issues to consider once you have Issues to consider once you have 
received the full paperreceived the full paper

 Does seeing the Does seeing the full paperfull paper change your ability  change your ability 
to review it?to review it?
– Content different from that described in abstractContent different from that described in abstract

– Hidden conflicts of interestHidden conflicts of interest

Again the basic rule of thumb is to contact the Again the basic rule of thumb is to contact the 
editor as soon as possible to discuss and editor as soon as possible to discuss and 
resolve such problems. resolve such problems. 



How do you handle the How do you handle the 
paper?paper?

 Manuscripts under review are Manuscripts under review are confidentialconfidential  
documents.documents.

 They contain unpublished data and ideas, which They contain unpublished data and ideas, which 
must be kept confidential. must be kept confidential. 

 You cannot share the paper or You cannot share the paper or its contents with its contents with 
your colleaguesyour colleagues. . 

 Manuscripts should be kept in a Manuscripts should be kept in a secure placesecure place, , 
where they will not be readily accessible to the where they will not be readily accessible to the 
curious or unscrupulous. curious or unscrupulous. 



Remember:Remember:

 You cannot use the information in the paper You cannot use the information in the paper 
in your own researchin your own research or cite it in your own  or cite it in your own 
publications. publications. 

 This can raise This can raise serious ethical issuesserious ethical issues if the  if the 
work provides insights or data that could work provides insights or data that could 
benefit your own thinking and studies.benefit your own thinking and studies.



Confidentiality is criticalConfidentiality is critical
 Not only the paper, but also Not only the paper, but also the outcome and the outcome and 

content of the review are confidential.content of the review are confidential.  

 LapsesLapses  in the confidentiality undermine the in the confidentiality undermine the 
review process, review process, betraybetray  the trust of the authors the trust of the authors 
and the editors, and can create serious and the editors, and can create serious 
problems for everyone involved in the problems for everyone involved in the 
reviews. reviews. 



Can you pass the paper on to Can you pass the paper on to 
someone else to review?someone else to review?

 Only with the Only with the permission of the editorpermission of the editor  
 Permission sometimes granted in cover letter; if not, Permission sometimes granted in cover letter; if not, 

the editor should be contacted in advancethe editor should be contacted in advance
 The reviewer initially contacted should always let the The reviewer initially contacted should always let the 

editor know that the manuscript has been given to editor know that the manuscript has been given to 
another reviewer  another reviewer  
– Important for journal recordsImportant for journal records
– Journal staff may need to configure web portal for the Journal staff may need to configure web portal for the 

new reviewernew reviewer



Some ethical issues to Some ethical issues to 
consider as you read and consider as you read and 

review the paperreview the paper
 Can you contact the author about the work or Can you contact the author about the work or 

the paper?the paper?  

– No – this destroys the blinding of the review No – this destroys the blinding of the review 
processprocess

– If you need information from the author, contact If you need information from the author, contact 
the journal staff, and they will contact the authorthe journal staff, and they will contact the author



Can you seek help with your Can you seek help with your 
review?review?

 In some cases, simple questions can be asked without In some cases, simple questions can be asked without 
compromising the confidentiality of the review compromising the confidentiality of the review 
process. process. 

 Before going beyond such anonymized questions, the Before going beyond such anonymized questions, the 
reviewer should contact the editor. reviewer should contact the editor. 

 The consultation becomes part of a confidential The consultation becomes part of a confidential 
process.process.
–   The consultation should be made with appropriate The consultation should be made with appropriate 

discretion. discretion. 
– The consultant becomes committed to handling the paper The consultant becomes committed to handling the paper 

and its contents in confidence. and its contents in confidence. 
 The review should note in the comments to the editor The review should note in the comments to the editor 

that the consultant has seen the paper. that the consultant has seen the paper. 



You are the agent of the You are the agent of the 
journal, journal, 

not the friend of the authornot the friend of the author
 New reviewers often New reviewers often empathizeempathize with the  with the 

authors of the manuscripts they review. authors of the manuscripts they review. 

 A reviewer may feel bad about rejecting a A reviewer may feel bad about rejecting a 
paper and empathize with the authors, but paper and empathize with the authors, but 
she/he must be able to make a she/he must be able to make a 
recommendation for rejection when it is the recommendation for rejection when it is the 
appropriate one.appropriate one.



A seriously flawed paper A seriously flawed paper 
must be challengedmust be challenged

The reviewer must remember that it is The reviewer must remember that it is 
unethical to allow a badly flawed paper to passunethical to allow a badly flawed paper to pass  
unchallenged into the peer reviewed literature, unchallenged into the peer reviewed literature, 
where it will be a trap to the unsophisticated where it will be a trap to the unsophisticated 
reader who will read the manuscript (or reader who will read the manuscript (or 
perhaps only the abstract) superficially and perhaps only the abstract) superficially and 
will simply accept the flawed conclusions at will simply accept the flawed conclusions at 
face value. face value. 



Articles in peer reviewed journals Articles in peer reviewed journals 
are trusted by readers who would are trusted by readers who would 

be skeptical of claims made in be skeptical of claims made in 
non peer reviewed sourcesnon peer reviewed sources

 The peer review process is viewed by The peer review process is viewed by 
scientists and the public as providing a scientists and the public as providing a 
scientific stamp of approval to the paperscientific stamp of approval to the paper and  and 
its contents. its contents. 

 The reviewer therefore has an ethical The reviewer therefore has an ethical 
obligation to support work of high quality obligation to support work of high quality 
while appropriately challenging flawed papers.while appropriately challenging flawed papers.



Reviewers must be wary Reviewers must be wary 
of unconscious biasesof unconscious biases  

 Positive results are viewed as more excitingPositive results are viewed as more exciting  
than negative results and are therefore more than negative results and are therefore more 
likely to be publishedlikely to be published
– Bias toward a benefit from a experimental drug in a Bias toward a benefit from a experimental drug in a clinical trialclinical trial

– Bias toward finding aBias toward finding a  toxic effecttoxic effect associated with an environmental  associated with an environmental 
pollutantpollutant

 Papers that challenge existing dogma or that Papers that challenge existing dogma or that 
present surprising findings may be dismissed present surprising findings may be dismissed 
too readily during the review process too readily during the review process 
– Bias against surprising new ideasBias against surprising new ideas
– Bias against very novel techniquesBias against very novel techniques



The journal needs your scientific The journal needs your scientific 
expertise, not your editorial expertise, not your editorial 

assistanceassistance
 Journals rely on their reviewers to evaluate the Journals rely on their reviewers to evaluate the 

quality, importance, and novelty of the sciencequality, importance, and novelty of the science  
presented in the manuscript. presented in the manuscript. 

 Editors frequently receive reviews that focus Editors frequently receive reviews that focus 
completely on minor editorial problems completely on minor editorial problems 
(typographical errors, misspellings) and do not (typographical errors, misspellings) and do not 
comment on the science in the paper.  comment on the science in the paper.  

 Such reviews have limited value as they do not advise Such reviews have limited value as they do not advise 
the editor on the importance and validity of the the editor on the importance and validity of the 
science and do not help the editor to make an science and do not help the editor to make an 
informed decision concerning publication. informed decision concerning publication. 



Some editorial comments are Some editorial comments are 
appropriateappropriate

 There are cases where reviewer should make editorial comments. There are cases where reviewer should make editorial comments. 
 He/she should identify sentences or paragraphs where the He/she should identify sentences or paragraphs where the 

wording is sufficiently erroneous or ambiguous that the science is wording is sufficiently erroneous or ambiguous that the science is 
unclear. unclear. 

 She/he should also point out She/he should also point out editorial errors that result in editorial errors that result in 
scientific misstatements. scientific misstatements. 

 He/she should He/she should point out errors in referencingpoint out errors in referencing..  
 A note that a manuscript requires major editorial assistance or a A note that a manuscript requires major editorial assistance or a 

warning that a manuscript is so carelessly prepared that the warning that a manuscript is so carelessly prepared that the 
science cannot be rigorously reviewed is always in order. science cannot be rigorously reviewed is always in order. 

 Reviewers should not waste inordinate amounts of time Reviewers should not waste inordinate amounts of time 
correcting correcting minor problems with spelling, grammar, or minor problems with spelling, grammar, or 
punctuation. punctuation. 



Focus on the scienceFocus on the science
The review should focus on the scienceThe review should focus on the science: : 

 the appropriateness of the techniques, the appropriateness of the techniques, 

 the strengths and weaknesses of the experimental the strengths and weaknesses of the experimental 
design, design, 

 the quality of the data and analyses, the quality of the data and analyses, 

 and the appropriateness and impact of the conclusions and the appropriateness and impact of the conclusions 
drawn by the authors. drawn by the authors. 



Do you have the time to review Do you have the time to review 
the article within the time the article within the time 
requested by the editor?requested by the editor?

 Reviewing manuscripts take times. Most reviewers estimate Reviewing manuscripts take times. Most reviewers estimate 
that they spend 1-2 hours on a typical manuscript review. that they spend 1-2 hours on a typical manuscript review. 
Some reviews prove difficult and require much longer.Some reviews prove difficult and require much longer.

 The time frame to finish the review is often short.The time frame to finish the review is often short.

 Reviewing is anReviewing is an unfunded unfunded, largely unrewarded task – and it , largely unrewarded task – and it 
comes on top of the reviewer’s other responsibilities.comes on top of the reviewer’s other responsibilities.

 Researchers perform reviews Researchers perform reviews because they are good citizens of because they are good citizens of 
the scientific community.the scientific community.



         BEYOND THE REVIEW: 

TIPS FOR PROVIDING   THE EDITOR WITH 
THE MOST INFORMATIVE REVIEW

                



 Deciding on a Global Rating 

Accept, Accept Pending Revisions, Reconsider After 
Major Revisions, and Reject.

Given that it is a rare manuscript that cannot be improved 
in some way, sometimes the Accept rating is an indication 
that the reviewer has not looked at the manuscript with an 
eye toward improvement.

• 



The Accept Pending Revisions rating indicates that the
reviewer finds some ways in which the manuscript should 
be changed before final acceptance. The suggested 
changes may include items such as a request for 
clarification of the methods (e.g., details regarding study 
design, entry criteria)

A rating of Reconsider After Major Revisions indicates
that the reviewer believes that considerable changes are
needed but that a reasonable possibility exists for the
manuscript to proceed to publication.

 

• 



First, the reported data need to be analyzed in a different 
manner; second, additional data are needed; third, the 
authors have not appropriately discussed their results 
against the background of previous studies.

The Reject rating is provided when the reviewer is of the
opinion that no amount of revision will make the 
manuscript suitable for the journal to which it was 
submitted.

 

• 



• It is worth emphasizing that, in some cases, the 
rating is based not on the opinion that the manuscript 
is poorly written or an inadequate study. 

• Instead, sometimes a reviewer recommends rejection 
on the belief that the manuscript was submitted to the 
inappropriate journal.
 

• 
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Resources – BooksResources – Books
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Janice R. Matthews, John M. Bowen, and Robert W. Janice R. Matthews, John M. Bowen, and Robert W. 
Matthews (2nd ed.), 2005, Cambridge Univ., $29.00Matthews (2nd ed.), 2005, Cambridge Univ., $29.00

The Craft of Scientific WritingThe Craft of Scientific Writing (ISBN: 0-387-94766-3) (ISBN: 0-387-94766-3)
Michael Alley (3rd ed.), 1996, Springer   $29.95Michael Alley (3rd ed.), 1996, Springer   $29.95
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How to Write a Paper in Scientific Journal Style and FormatHow to Write a Paper in Scientific Journal Style and Format
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Writer’s HandbookWriter’s Handbook
Madison Writing Center, University of WisconsinMadison Writing Center, University of Wisconsin

http://www.wisc.edu/writing/Handbook/CriNonfiction.htmlhttp://www.wisc.edu/writing/Handbook/CriNonfiction.html



Approaches to Reading the ManuscriptApproaches to Reading the Manuscript

Clearly, the first step to reviewing a manuscript isClearly, the first step to reviewing a manuscript is
reading it.reading it. 

Various approaches exist for performing the initial 
reading

Some individuals prefer a quick and superficial 
initial reading of the entire manuscript from 
which the reviewer can determine the type of 
manuscript 



What were the authors intending to study?What were the authors intending to study?

Does this manuscript address a topic that Does this manuscript address a topic that 
will be of interest to readers? will be of interest to readers? 

  Does this study attempt to provide answersDoes this study attempt to provide answers
to important, previously unanswered to important, previously unanswered 

questions?questions?



Structure of a Scientific PaperStructure of a Scientific Paper
 IIntroduction  ntroduction  (What question was asked?)(What question was asked?)

 MMethodsethods (How was it studied?)(How was it studied?)

 RResultsesults (What was found?)(What was found?)

 AAndnd
 DDiscussioniscussion (What do the findings mean?)(What do the findings mean?)

 Titles, Authors, Abstract, ReferencesTitles, Authors, Abstract, References



AbstractAbstract
 The abstract is the portion of the manuscript 

where the authors provide a summary that 
presents the manuscript’s most important 
features.

 In the Abstract, the authors should explain the 
major objective of the study in an Objective 
section, explain how the study was done in a 
Methods section, describe the findings in a 
Results section, and report whether the major 
goal was met in a Conclusion.



 In general, the reviewer should ask, If I could not 
read the entire manuscript, would the  abstract 
adequately summarize it

 Providing an abstract that does not adequately 
represent the manuscript

 The reviewer should assess whether there are major 
discrepancies between the abstract and the 
remainder of the manuscript (e.g.,  differences 
between the methods as outlined in each) and 
differences in factual statements between the two 
sections (e.g., differences in numbers of patients).



Checklist for Abstract
  Does the Abstract appropriately summarize the 

manuscript?

 Are there discrepancies between the Abstract 
and the remainder of the manuscript?

 Can the Abstract be understood without reading 
the manuscript?



                Introduction



 The Introduction should include a problem 
statement that conveys the important issues and 
provides the context for the study

 Introduction are, first, to provide the rationale 
for the study and, second, to explain the study’s 
goals.

 Has the research question previously been 
answered



 Both tasks usually require a succinct review of 
the pertinent literature.

 Sometimes authors exceed this mandate by 
attempting to provide a lengthy and detailed 
review of the medical literature, which is 
inappropriate for the Introduction.

 The reviewer should then suggest which 
portions of the Introduction should be moved to 
the Discussion section



Checklist for  Introduction
 Is the Introduction concise?
  Do the authors provide a rationale for performing the 

study based on a review of the medical literature? If 
so, is it of the appropriate length?

 Is the purpose of the study clearly defined?

  Do the authors define terms used in the remainder of 
the manuscript?

  If this manuscript is Original Research, is there a well 
defined hypothesis?



Methods & MaterialsMethods & Materials
• The Methods section represents a blueprint by 
which another investigator could reproduce the study, 
quite similar to the manner in which a recipe outlines 
the steps by which a cook can prepare a culinary dish.

• From a practical standpoint, if another investigator 
tries to reproduce the study results and fails, the 
failure could potentially be due to lack of clarity in the 
Methods section



One potential flaw in a scientific manuscript 
in which the authors have framed a 
hypothesis is failure to design methods that 
can adequately test the hypothesis



• In the Methods section of most manuscripts, the 
authors should provide a rationale for specific 
methodologic choices.

• One potential flaw in a scientific manuscript in 
which the authors have framed a hypothesis is 
failure to design methods that can adequately 
test the hypothesis.



Should not refer to unpublished Should not refer to unpublished 
methodsmethods

  

Methods is usually divided into subsections that Methods is usually divided into subsections that 
include study design, study population, treatments include study design, study population, treatments 
(Interventions), measurements, and statistical analysis.(Interventions), measurements, and statistical analysis.



Study DesignStudy Design
 

Method of randomization, type of blinding, type of Method of randomization, type of blinding, type of 
ControlControl

Parrarel -group or Crossover designParrarel -group or Crossover design

  

Multicenter or single centerMulticenter or single center



Study PopulationStudy Population

Inclusion and exclusion CriteriaInclusion and exclusion Criteria

Specify Requirements as to health condition, age, Specify Requirements as to health condition, age, 
gender, ethnic background, weight and heightgender, ethnic background, weight and height

The criteria used in the diagnosis of the disease The criteria used in the diagnosis of the disease 
should be givenshould be given

Species, strain and serotype of microorganismsSpecies, strain and serotype of microorganisms

Writers must give a complete picture of the patients’ Writers must give a complete picture of the patients’ 
disease severity and duration, any concomitant health disease severity and duration, any concomitant health 
problems, and concomitant medicationsproblems, and concomitant medications

Ethic SubsectionEthic Subsection



TreatmentTreatment

In the treatment subsection, the writer specifies the In the treatment subsection, the writer specifies the 
drugs, the dosage regimens evaluated, route and drugs, the dosage regimens evaluated, route and 
method of administration, and composition of the method of administration, and composition of the 
placebo used.placebo used.

MeasurementsMeasurements

The writer describes in the measurements subsection The writer describes in the measurements subsection 
the end points that define clinical efficacythe end points that define clinical efficacy

Patient’s safetyPatient’s safety

Follow up visitsFollow up visits



Statistical AnalysisStatistical Analysis

The writer states whether an intent to treat analysis The writer states whether an intent to treat analysis 
was used in which case the outcomes of all patients was used in which case the outcomes of all patients 
were analyzed with the group to which they were were analyzed with the group to which they were 
originally assigned, whether or not they completed originally assigned, whether or not they completed 
the protocol. If an additional analysis was performed the protocol. If an additional analysis was performed 
on patients who completed the trial as planned.on patients who completed the trial as planned.

  

Two tailed or one tailedTwo tailed or one tailed

   LevelLevel



Checklist for  Methods
• Could another investigator reproduce the study 
using the methods as outlined or are the methods 
unclear?

• Do the authors justify any choices available to 
them in their study design (e.g., choices of imaging 
techniques, analytic tools, or statistical methods)?

• If the authors have stated a hypothesis, have they 
designed methods that could reasonably allow 
their hypothesis to be tested?



         Results

                



• The reviewer should examine whether the 
authors systematically and clearly announce the 
study findings. 

• If the results are unclear, the reviewer must  
decide whether the analysis of the data was poorly 
executed or whether the Results section is poorly 
organized.

• The latter need not be a fatal flaw, whereas the 
former usually indicates that the manuscript is 
unacceptable for publication



Checklist for  Results

• Are the results clearly explained?

• Does the order of presentation of the results 
parallel the order of presentation of the methods?



Tables and FiguresTables and Figures
•  The purpose of tables is to summarize the data, make the 

data more easily understandable, and point out important 
comparisons. The  reviewer can assist by commenting 
whether the number of tables is appropriate and whether the 
tables adequately summarize the data.

•  The reviewer can help in the review process by deciding 
whether the figures and graphs are of high quality, 
appropriately serve their intended purpose, and have figure 
legends that adequately explain their meaning.

•  The figure legends should allow the reader to understand 
the figure or graph without having to refer back to the text 
of the manuscript.



Checklist for Tables and Figures 
• If there are tables, do they appropriately describe the 
results? Should one or more tables be added?

• Are the figures and graphs appropriate and are they 
appropriately labeled? Would a different figure better 
illustrate the findings?

• Do the figures and graphs adequately show the 
important results?

• Do the figure legends provide a clear explanation 
that allows the figures and graphs to be understood 
without referring to the remainder of the manuscript?



         Discussion

                



• The Discussion section is the part of the manuscript in 
which the authors should state whether their hypotheses 
were verified or proven untrue or, if no hypotheses 
were given, whether their research questions were 
answered.

• The authors should also comment on their results in 
light of previous studies and explain what differences 
(if any) exist between their findings and those reported 
by others and attempt to provide an explanation for the 
discrepancies.



• One of important problems is  that some authors 
succumb is to use the Discussion section to review the 
entire medical literature surrounding a problem 
rather than simply reviewing the portion that is 
relevant to their study.

• In a good manuscript, the authors will attempt to 
explain unexpected findings rather than ignore them.

• Reviewers are also requested to assess whether the 
authors’ conclusions are justified by their results.



Checklist for Discussion 
• Is the discussion concise? If not, how should it be 
shortened?
• If a hypothesis was proposed, do the authors state 
whether it was verified or falsified? Alternatively, if no 
hypothesis was proposed, do the authors state whether 
their research question was answered?
• Are the authors’ conclusions justified by the results 
found in the study?
• If there are unexpected results, do the authors adequately 
account for them?
• Do the authors note limitations of the study? Are there 
additional limitations that should be noted?



         References

                



The quality of the references often reflects the 
quality of the manuscript as a whole.

 Poorly written manuscripts frequently have a 
References section filled with mistakes indicating 
lack of citation accuracy, incorrectness of 
abbreviations and punctuation, and failure to adopt 
the journal’s citation format.



Reviewers do not generally have the time or 
inclination to review every citation for correctness. 
However, as a first step reviewers can perform a spot 
check to determine whether references are cited 
correctly



         Summary Opinion

                



• After assessing the various components of the 
manuscript, the reviewer can perform a useful service by 
providing a summary statement.

• The reviewer should determine if the manuscript is a 
substantial addition to the medical literature or if it simply 
substantiates previously reported studies.

• 



         The informative review

                



The type of review that is most helpful to the editor is 
one that shows that the reviewer performed:

 A close reading of the manuscript

Thought carefully about the most important sections 
of the manuscript

Provided constructive criticisms for the authors

Assigned a rating that is commensurate with the 
remainder of the review.
 

• 



Before Writing the Review

 To which manuscript category does this 
manuscript best conform?

 Are there any potential biases in reviewing this 
manuscript?

  Does the manuscript address an important 
problem?

 Has the manuscript been previously published?
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